Therapy TAC Agenda
March 1, 2022
8:30 meeting on zoom

Review and approval of January Minutes

Old business:

1. 2021 Fee Schedule: any concerns with the process from TAC members? update on reprocessing projects from MCOs?
2. 2022 fee schedule: https://www.apta.org/article/2022/01/07/medicare-payment-changes-2022 has fee schedule been posted yet?

New Business:

1. can 92606 non-speech generating AAC added to the SLP schedule?
2. Wellcare does not allow speech evaluations and treatment on the same day
3. Access Issues: more related to authorization – when few visits are authorized and it takes time to get others, patients don’t return. Any other access issues noted?
4. What is the process to request a fee schedule increase?

Other issues: ? From members and public

Recommendations to MAC